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ABSTRACT In this paper, we consider downlink non-orthogonal multiple access cooperative communi-
cation system. The base station (BS) serves two types of users, which are named relay user (RU) and far
user (FU). The BS and RU are equipped with multiple transmit antennas. The RU harvests energy from the
BS transmissions to perform the relaying operation for the FU. We have considered 1) amplify-forward;
2) decode-forward; and 3) quantize-map-forward relaying protocols at the RU. As the BS and RU have
multiple antennas, therefore we consider 1) beamforming and 2) random antenna selection strategies at the
BS and RU. Closed form expressions for the outage probability are provided for the aforementioned relay
protocols and antenna strategies. Further, we show that for certain data rate range of the relay and FU the
quantize-map-forward relaying protocol can perform better than the other two relaying protocols.

INDEX TERMS Cooperative communication, multiple input single output, non-orthogonal multiple access,
outage probability, power splitting, RF energy harvesting.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless spectrum is one of the most precious resource of
communication technology. Therefore, non-orthogonal mul-
tiple access (NOMA) is used to enhance the utilization of
wireless spectrum in 5G networks. In NOMA, a single fre-
quency spectrum is used to transmit the information from the
BS to multiple destinations. Hence, the spectral efficiency
of the NOMA systems is higher than the OMA systems.
Considering a two destination scenario, it is widely accepted
that the user that is farther from the BS experiences a bad
channel as compared to the user that is located near the
BS. In order to improve the performance of the FU it is
possible to use the near user as a relay for the FU. Since the
mobile users are battery powered therefore it is quite likely
that the relaying operation cause exhaustion of the battery
of the RU. This situation can be avoided if the RU harvests
energy fromBS transmissions to power its relaying operation.
Although energy harvesting can prolong the battery life of
the RU however it can have bad effects on the information

exchange capability of the system. Therefore, it is important
to study the performance of the cooperative NOMA systems
with energy harvesting.

Much research effort has been carried out to study the
performance of cooperative NOMA systems [1]–[6]. A coop-
erative NOMA scheme for 5G systems is presented in [1]. It is
shown that considerable improvements in performance can be
achieved due to cooperation between the users. A coordinated
direct and relay transmission (CDRT) scheme is proposed
in [2]. Their proposed scheme outperforms the non-CDRT
scheme in terms of outage probability. In [3], a two stage
relay selection scheme for cooperative NOMA is presented.
The proposed two stage relay selection scheme is shown to
be better than max-min selection scheme. Further, it is shown
that the two stage scheme is also outage probability opti-
mal. A full duplex cooperative NOMA system is proposed
in [3]. Exact analytical expressions for outage probability
and system capacity are derived in their work. It is shown
that full duplex NOMA system can achieve lower outage
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probability and higher ergodic capacity under practical self-
interference cancellation (SIC) conditions. All of the above
works consider the decode and forward (DF) cooperation
protocol for relaying purpose. Further, all the communicating
entities are assumed to be equipped with single antenna in all
of the above works. An amplify and forward (AF) relaying
cooperative NOMA system is studied in [5]. Exact and lower
bound expressions for outage probability are provided when
BS and destinations are equipped with multiple antennas. All
of the above works assume cooperative communication in the
absence of direct link. However, in a practical system it is
possible that a receiver receives signal from relay as well as
from BS. Therefore, it is important to study the cooperative
NOMA system in the presence of direct connection. In this
context, Lv et. al. [6] have provided the performance results
of cognitive radio NOMA (CRNOMA) while considering
the direct connection in addition to the relay channel. The
communication between a primary user and BS is assisted by
multiple secondary users. It is shown that as the number of
secondary users increase the performance of the CRNOMA
improves significantly.

The study of cooperative NOMA with wireless energy
harvesting is carried out in [7]–[9]. A cooperative NOMA
system with two users and one energy harvesting decode-
forward relay is studied in [7]. The outage probability expres-
sions for two types of NOMA power allocation policies,
namely NOMA with fixed power allocation and cognitive
radio inspired NOMA, on the considered cooperative energy
harvesting system are provided. This work is extended for
multiple FUs and amplify-forward energy harvesting relay
with multiple antennas in [8]. In [9], different near and
FU selection strategies are proposed. In their work the selec-
tion of the users is based on the users location. DF protocol
is used at the near user for forwarding the information to
the FU. This work is extended in [10] for AF andDF protocol.
Further, the user selection in [10] is based on the instan-
taneous channel state information instead of users location.
The above works deal with the single antenna near and FUs.
The study of multiple antenna source and near user is carried
out in [11] and an optimal transceiver design for cooperative
NOMA with energy harvesting is proposed. The source and
near user are assumed to be equipped with multiple antennas
and FU is assumed to have single antenna. Optimal transmit
beamforming is proposed to maximize the signal to noise
ratio of the FU.

In this paper we consider a downlink energy harvesting
cooperative NOMA system. Our motivation for considering
this system is explained below. We have considered NOMA
since the capacity gains achieved fromNOMAare better from
orthogonal multiple access (OMA) if the ratio of the channel
gains of spectrum sharing users is high [12], [13]. The per-
formance improvement of NOMA as compared to OMA can
be understood from following example. Suppose that there is
a user close to the edge of its cell, denoted by U1, whose
channel condition is very poor. For conventional multiple
access, an orthogonal bandwidth channel, e.g., a time slot,

will be allocated to this user, and the other users cannot use
this time slot. The key idea of NOMA is to squeeze another
user with a better channel condition, denoted by U2, into
this time slot. Since U1’s channel condition is very poor,
the interference from U2 will not cause much performance
degradation to U1, but the overall system throughput can
be significantly improved since additional information can
be delivered between the BS and U2. However, our work is
different from the existing works in following ways. First,
we consider multiple antenna BS and RU instead of consid-
ering single antenna BS and RU. This is done because the
performance of multiple antenna system is much better than
the single antenna systems thanks to increased degree of free-
doms provided by multiple antennas. Second, the presence of
direct connection between BS and FU. As cellular networks
are becoming more dense the distance between the users and
BS is decreasing. This results in increased probability of hav-
ing a direct connection between BS and a user [14]. Therefore
it is important to analyze the performance of the downlink
systems in the presence of direct connection. Third, the con-
sideration of energy harvesting at the RU. This is because
the RU may not use its own energy for retransmitting the
information to FU. By using the harvested energy in the first
transmission phase the available transmit power at the RU is
not a constant and it depends on the BS to RU channel. This
dependence makes the analysis more complex with respect
to the non-energy harvesting relay case. This is because the
received signal at the FU in the second transmission phase is
dependent on the channel state between BS to RU in addition
to its dependence on the channel state between RU and FU.
Fourth, consideration of quantize-map-forward (QMF) pro-
tocol for relaying in addition to the amplify-forward and
decode-forward relay protocols. To the best of our knowledge
no prior work consider all these possibilities in a single
system model.

The paper is organized as follows. System model and
related assumptions are described in Section 2. Section 3
presents the outage probability analysis of cooperative
NOMA system with different relaying protocols. Simulation
results are discussed in Section 4. Finally the conclusions of
the paper are provided in Section 5.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a downlink communication system which con-
sists of a BS and two users. One of the users is located near the
BS at distance dR while the other is located far from the BS
at distance dF (dF > dR). The distance between the near user
and FU is denoted by dRF . A pictorial representation of the
system model is presented in Fig. 1. The BS uses nonorthog-
onal multiple access (NOMA) to serve both users. The user
that is located near the BS also serve as a relay for the FU.
Therefore, the near user is termed as RU. Although BS to
FU communication is assisted by the RU however we assume
that there exist a direct connection between BS and FU.
The FU uses selection combining to combine the signals
received from the BS and RU. The RU harvests energy from
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FIGURE 1. (a) First transmission phase. The BS transmits composite
signal (RU information and FU information) to RU and FU simultaneously.
(b) Second transmission phase. RU transmits to FU.

the BS transmissions to power the retransmissions for FU.
We assume power splitting protocol for energy harvesting
at RU due to its simplicity. It is assumed that BS and RU
use multiple transmit antennas while RU and SU use single
antenna for reception. The BS allocates 0 < α21 ≤ 1 portion
of its transmit power PB to transmit the FU information while
0 < α22 ≤ 1 portion of PB is used for RU information trans-
mission. Therefore the transmitted composite signal from
the BS is

√
PBα1sF +

√
PBα2sR where sR and sF are the

transmitted symbol fromBS for RU and FU, respectively. The
propagation between any two antennas is affected by small
scale fading and path loss. The small scale fading between any
two antennas is captured by independent Rayleigh distributed
random variables. Therefore the channel gains between all
the antennas are assumed to follow exponential distribution
with parameter 1. The small scale channel gain between BS to
RU (FU) is denoted by |x|2(|y|2) while the small scale channel
gain between RU to FU is denoted by |z|2. We assume quasi
static channels that remain stationary during one transmission
time. The statistical properties of |x|2, |y|2 and |z|2 depend on
the particular antenna strategy used by BS and RU. In the

following we discuss about the antenna strategies, energy
harvesting protocol and relaying protocols.

A. ANTENNA STRATEGY
As BS (RU) has multiple antennas therefore the BS (RU)
can use following strategies for antenna usage: (i) use beam-
forming for transmissions (ii) randomly select antenna for
transmissions. The channel gains for beamforming strategy
follow Gamma distribution. This point can be understood
from following example. Let h denote the fading column
vector (size of this vector depend on number of antennas
at the transmitter) between the transmitter (BS or RU) and
its desired/beamformed receiver (RU or FU). Each entity of
h follows Rayleigh distribution as we have assumed above.
Further assume that the information signal of the transmitter
is denoted by s, for simplicity of exposition. Under the trans-
mit beamforming, the transmitter will multiply the informa-
tion signal with beamforming vector

b =
hH

||h||

before transmitting s. Therefore the transmitted signal will be
the product of s and b. This transmitted signal gets multiplied
by the fading column vector h during its propagation through
the channel. As a result the received signal at the receiver
will be

s
hH

||h||
h+ n

where n is the AWGN noise at the receiver with variance N0.
Therefore, the effective channel gain has become∣∣∣∣∣ hH||h||h

∣∣∣∣∣
2

which is the sum of exponential random variables and there-
fore we say that the channel gain for beamforming case
becomes a Gamma random variable. The first strategy require
channel state information at the transmitter.

B. POWER SPLITTING EH PROTOCOL
In this protocol the received signal at the relay is divided into
two portions. One portion ρ (0 < ρ ≤ 1) is used for energy
harvesting to power the relaying operation while the other
portion (1−ρ) is used for information processing. The energy
harvesting efficiency is denoted as η in the rest of analysis.

C. RELAY PROTOCOL STRATEGY
The RU can use (i) AF (ii) DF or (iii) QMF protocol for
relaying the information to the FU. The total transmission
time is divided into two phases in all of the three proto-
cols. In the first transmission phase the BS sends the compos-
ite signal to the RU and FU. In AF protocol the RU multiply
its received signal with a variable gain before forwarding
to FU. In DF protocol RU first decode the FU part from the
received signal and then forward a new copy to the FU. On the
other hand in QMF protocol the RU quantize the received
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signal and forward the quantized signal to the FU. It is widely
accepted that the performance of QMF relaying protocol is
better than AF and DF relaying protocols [15]–[17].

III. OUTAGE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section we provide the outage probability analysis of
the three relaying protocols with different antenna strategies
used by the relay and BS. The first three subsections provide
the outage probability analysis for FU while the outage prob-
ability of the RU is provided in fourth subsection. By using
the notation introduced in section II we can write the received
signals during the first transmission phase at RU and FU as
follows [10]

rR = (α1sF + α2sR)
√
PBd

−n
R x + nR, (1)

rF = (α1sF + α2sR)
√
PBd

−n
F y+ nF , (2)

where nr and nF are the AWGN noises with same vari-
ances (N0) at RU and FU, respectively. The SNR corre-
sponding to the sF signal at both receivers during the first
transmission phase can be written as follows [10]

γ 1
R =

(1− ρ)α21γ d
−n
R |x|

2

(1− ρ)α22γ d
−n
R |x|

2 + 1
, (3)

γ 1
F =

α21γ d
−n
F |y|

2

α22γ d
−n
F |y|

2 + 1
. (4)

The random variables follow (i) a Gamma distribution
(in case of beamforming) [18], [19] or (ii) they follow expo-
nential distribution for other antenna strategies. The probabil-
ity density function for both of the above cases can be written
as follows

pg,beamforming(g) =
1

(T − 1)!
gT−1e−g (5)

pg,exp(g) = e−g (6)

where g ∈ {|x|2, |y|2, |z|2}, T ∈ {M ,N }. Corresponding to
these pdf’s the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) are
provided as follows

Fg,beamforming(g) = 1− e−g
T−1∑
k=0

gk

k!
(7)

Fg,exp(g) = 1− e−g (8)

In the following, we derive the outage probability expressions
for AF, DF and QMF protocols with different antenna strate-
gies used at the BS and RU.

A. AMPLIFY-FORWARD RELAYING OUTAGE
PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
For AF relaying case we assume that the RU uses a variable
gain AF protocol and the amplification gain is as follows

0 =
ρηγ |x|2d−nR
γ |x|2d−nR + 1

. (9)

The SNR expression for the FU during the second phase in
the case of AF relaying can be written as (10), shown at the
bottom of this page.
As we have assumed selection combining at the FU therefore
the outage probability at the FU due to AF relaying for a given
rate R can be written as follows

Po,FU ,AF = Pr
(
max(γ 1

F , γ
2
F ) < 22R − 1

)
. (11)

Using (4) and (10) the outage probability can be written
as [10]

Po,FU ,AF = Pr

(
|y|2 <

R
α21γ d

−n
F − α

2
2γ d

−n
F R

)
� (12)

where R = 22R − 1 and � is given as

� =

∫ R
α21γ d

−n
F −α

2
2γ d
−n
F R

0
p|x|2 (|x|

2)d |x|2

+

∫
∞

R
d−nF γ (α21−α

2
2R)

Pr

(
z<

ξ

[γ d−nF (α21 − α
2
2R)|x|2 − R]

)
×p|x|2 (|x|

2)d |x|2, (13)

where ξ = R
ρη
. It can be easily observed that if R ≥ α21

α22
then

Po,FU ,AF = 1. Now we consider different possibilities for
antenna usage.

1) BEAMFORMING AT BS AND RU
First we consider the possibility when BS use transmit
beamforming for RU and RU use transmit beamforming
for FU. We will denote the outage probability for this case as
PBFR,BFo,FU ,AF . With this antenna strategy both |x|2 and |z|2 follow
Gamma distribution [18], [19] and the CDF is provided in (7)
with T = M and T = N respectively. On the other hand |y|2

follows exponential distribution with parameter 1. Now we
can solve (12) for outage probability as follows

PBFR,BFo,FU ,AF

=

[
1−e−

R
ε

] [
1−

∫
∞

R
ε

(|x|2)M−1e−|x|
2

(M − 1)!
e−2

N−1∑
k=0

2k

k!
d |x|2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

J1

,

(14)

γ 2
F =

(ρ − ρ2)ηγ 2α21 |x|
4
|z|2d−2nR d−nRF

d−nR |x|
2[(ρ − ρ2)ηγ 2α22 |x|

2|z|2d−nR d−nRF + ρηγ |z|
2d−nRF + γ ]+ 1

(10)
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where 2 = ξ

[ε|x|2−R] and ε = (α21γ d
−n
F − α

2
2γ d

−n
F R). After

substituting u = ((α21γ d
−n
F − α

2
2γ d

−n
F R)|x|2 − R) we can

simplify J1 as follows

J1 = 1−
N−1∑
k=0

1
(k!)(M − 1)!

ξ k
1
εM

×e−
R
ε

M−1∑
m=0

(
M − 1
m

)
Rm

∫
∞

0
e−

ξ
u−

u
ε uM−1−m−kdu.

(15)

Now using [Eq. 3.471.9, 20] the above integration can be
written as follows

J1 = 1−
N−1∑
k=0

1
(k!)(M − 1)!

ξ k
1
εM

×e−
R
ε

M−1∑
m=0

(
M − 1
m

)
Rm2 (ξε)

M−m−k
2

×KM−m−k

(
2

√
ξ

ε

)
, (16)

where Kv(.) is the vth order modified Bessel function of
the second kind. Putting the value of J1 in (16) into (14)
we can find the outage probability for AF case when BS
uses transmit beamforming for RU and RU uses transmit
beamforming for FU.

Now we consider the other possibility when BS uses
transmit beamforming for FU and RU also uses transmit
beamforming for FU. We will denote the outage probability

with PBFF,BFo,FU ,AF . In this case |y|
2 and |z|2 follow Gamma distri-

bution while |x|2 follows exponential distribution. After some
mathematical manipulations it can be easily shown that

PBFF,BFo,FU ,AF =

[
1− e−

R
ε

M−1∑
k=0

Rk

εkk!

][
1−

N−1∑
k=0

1
k!
ξ k

1
ε

× e−
R
ε 2 (ξε)

1−k
2 K1−k

(
2

√
ξ

ε

)]
. (17)

2) RANDOM ANTENNA SELECTION AT BS AND RU
In this case |x|2, |y|2 and |z|2 all follow exponential distri-
butions with parameter 1. Therefore, the outage probability
in (12) for this case can be written as follows

PR,Ro,FU ,AF =

[
1− e−

R
ε

] [
1−

1
ε
e−

R
ε 2 (ξε)

1
2 K1

(
2

√
ξ

ε

)]
.

(18)

B. DECODE-FORWARD RELAYING OUTAGE
PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
In this case the RU first decode the FU signal (sF ) and then
forwards it to FU. The transmit power for forwarding is equal
to ρηPB|x|2d

−n
R [10]. The outage probability in this case can

be written as follows

Po,FU ,DF = Pr
(
max{γ 1

R , γ
1
F } < R

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

J2

+Pr
(
γ 1
R >R,max{γ 1

F , ρηγ |x|
2
|z|2d−nR d−nRF }<R

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

J3

. (19)

As γ 1
R and γ 1

F are independent therefore we can write

J2 = Pr
(
|y|2 <

R
ε

)
Pr
(
|x|2 <

R
ε2

)
, (20)

where ε2 = (1 − ρ)d−nR
(
α21γ − α

2
2γR

)
. The value of J3 for

R < α21
α22

case can be written as

J3 =
∫
∞

R
ε

F|z|2

(
ξ

γ |x|2d−nR d−nRF

)
p|x|2 (|x|

2)d |x|2. (21)

On the other hand ifR ≥ α21
α22

then J3 = 0 and J2 = 1. Nowwe

find the outage probability for different antenna strategies.

1) BEAMFORMING AT BS AND RU
First we assume that BS use beamforming for RU and RU
use beamforming for FU. As discussed above, in this case
both |x|2 and |z|2 follow Gamma distribution and the CDF
is provided in (7) with T = M and T = N respectively.
On the other hand |y|2 follows exponential distribution with
parameter 1. Therefore, J2 can be written as

J2 =
(
1− e−

R
ε

)(
1− e−

R
ε2

M−1∑
k=0

Rk

εk2k!

)
. (22)

Using t = |x|2, J3 can be written as follows

J3 =
(
1− e−

R
ε

) ∫ ∞
R
ε2

(
1− e

−
ξ

γ td−nR d−nRF

×

N−1∑
k=0

1
k!

(
ξ

γ td−nR d−nRF

)k) 1
(M − 1)!

(t)M−1e−tdt

(23)

J3 =
(
1− e−

R
ε

) [
e−

R
ε2

M−1∑
k=0

Rk

εk2k!
−

N−1∑
k=0

1
(M − 1)!k!

J3,k

]
(24)

where

J3,k =
∫
∞

R
ε

e
−

ξ

γ td−nR d−nRF

(
ξ

γ td−nR d−nRF

)k
tM−1e−tdt. (25)

To the best of our knowledge J3,k cannot be solved in closed
form. Therefore, we use high SNR approximation (γ →∞)

to solve J3,k . With this assumption e
−

ξ

γ td−nR d−nRF can be replaced
with 1− ξ

γ td−nR d−nRF
and J3,k becomes

J3,k=
(

ξ

γ d−nR d−nRF

)k ∫ ∞
R
ε

tM−k−1e−t
[
1−

(
ξ t−1

γ d−nR d−nRF

)]
dt

(26)
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Now J3,k can be easily solved in closed form by noting
that [16]

∫
∞

c
t le−tdt =


c
l
2 e−

c
2W l

2 ,
1+l
2
(c), if l < 0

0(l + 1, c), if l > 0
e−c, if l = 0

(27)

where Wm,n(g) is the Whittaker function and 0(m, n) is the
incomplete gamma function. Putting the values of J2 and
J3 from (22) and (23) into (19) we can find the outage
probability for the case when BS use beamforming for RU
and RU use beamforming for FU.

Now we find the outage probability for the case when
BS uses transmit beamforming for FU and RU also use
beamforming for FU. As noted above, |y|2 and |z|2 will
followGamma distribution while |x|2 will follow exponential
distribution. With these considerations, the value of J2 in (19)
will be

J2 =

(
1− e−

R
ε

M−1∑
k=0

Rk

εkk!

)(
1− e−

R
ε2

)
. (28)

On the other hand J3 can be obtained by putting M = 1
in (24). The total outage probability will be the sum of
J2 and J3.

2) RANDOM ANTENNA SELECTION AT BS AND RU
In this case J2 in (22) is obtained by puttingM = 1 and J3 is
obtained by putting N = 1 and M = 1 in (23). After that the
values of J2 and J3 can be putted in (19) to obtain the outage
probability. The final expression for outage probability can
be written as

PR,Ro,FU ,DF =

(
1− e−

R
ε

)(
1− e−

R
ε2 +

ξ

γ d−nR d−nRF

(
R
ε2

)− 1
2

× e−
R
2ε2W

−
1
2 ,

1
2
(
R
ε2
)
)

(29)

C. QUANTIZE-MAP-FORWARD RELAYING OUTAGE
PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
In QMF relaying the RU first decodes its own informa-
tion (sR). After that the decoded signal is subtracted from the
received signal. The remaining signal is sum of the FU signal
part and gaussian noise. This remaining signal is quantize-
map-forwarded to the FU. In this case if the RU is unable
to decode its signal then nothing is forwarded to the FU.
Therefore, the outage event at FU can occur due to following
two reasons: (i) RU is unable to detect its own signal and FU is
unable to decode its signal from the BS direct connection,
(ii) RU is able to decode its signal but FU is unable to decode
its signal from the relayed signal and direct signal from the
BS. It is to be noted here that the relaying operation will be
performed by the relay only when it is able to decode its
own signal (sR) and subsequently remove its effect through
SIC from the received signal during the first transmission
phase. On the other hand if the relay is unable to decode its
own information during the first phase than no forwarding to

FU will occur during the second transmission phase. Mathe-
matically, the outage probability can be written as follows

Po,FU ,QMF = Pr
(
|x|2 <

RR

εR
, |y|2 <

R
ε

)
+Pr

(
|x|2 >

RR

εR
, |y|2 <

R
ε
, γQMF < R

)
,

(30)

where RR = 2RR − 1, εR = (1− ρ)d−nR
(
α22γ − α

2
1γRR

)
and

γQMF is the signal to noise ratio for quantize-map-forward
relay link. In (30), the second term in both brackets represent
the failure of direct link between BS and FU, first term in both
brackets indicate the unsuccessful and successful decoding
of the RU information at relay respectively while the third
term in second bracket represents the failure of decoding at
FU due to low signal to noise ratio of the relay link. The signal
to noise ratio for quantize-map-forward relay link can be
obtained by following the steps in [15]–[17]. The important
steps in finding γQMF are presented in appendix and the final
expression for γQMF is

γQMF ≈
ηρ(1− ρ)α21 |x|

2d−nR |z|
2d−nRF γ

(1− ρ)α21 + ηρd
−n
RF γ |z|

2
. (31)

Now we consider the outage probability for different antenna
strategies at BS and RU.

1) BEAMFORMING AT BS AND RU
Assuming BS use transmit beamforming for RU and RU use
transmit beamforming for FU the outage probability can be
written as follows

PBFR,BFo,FU ,QMF =

(
1− e−

R
ε

) [(
1− e−

RR
εR

M−1∑
k=0

Rk
R

εkRk!

)

+

∫
∞

RR
εR

Pr

(
|z|2<

ξ (1−ρ)α21
γ d−nRF [(1−ρ)α

2
1 |x|

2d−nR −R]

)
p|x|2 (|x|

2)d |x|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
J4

]
.

(32)

The value of J4 depends onR. First we consider the casewhen
R < RR

εR
(1 − ρ)α21d

−n
R . Using the CDF of |z|2 and PDF of

t = |x|2 we can write J4 as follows

J4 =
∫
∞

RR
εR

[
1− e

−
ξ (1−ρ)α21

γ d−nRF ((1−ρ)α21 td
−n
R −R)

×

N−1∑
k=0

1
k!

(
ξ (1− ρ)α21

γ d−nRF (t(1− ρ)α
2
1d
−n
R − R)

)k ]
×

1
(M − 1)!

tM−1e−tdt. (33)

To the best of our knowledge the above integral can not be
solved in closed form. Therefore, we use the approximation
limg→0 e−g ' 1− g. After some algebraic manipulations J4
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can be simplified as follows

J4 =
N−1∑
p=2

J4,p + J4,N , (34)

where

J4,N =
[ξ (1− ρ)α21]

N

(N − 1)!(M − 1)!(γ d−nRF )
N

∫
∞

RR
εR

×

(
1

(td−nR (1− ρ)α21 − R)

)N
× tM−1e−tdt,

J4,p =
[ξ (1− ρ)α21]

p

(M − 1)!(γ d−nRF )
p

(
1

(p− 1)!
−

1
p!

)
×

∫
∞

RR
εR

(
1

(td−nR (1− ρ)α21 − R)

)p
× tM−1e−tdt.

After some algebraic manipulations the integral∫
∞
RR
εR

(
1

td−nR (1−ρ)α21−R

)v
tM−1e−tdt can be written as follows

e−Rd
n
R(1−ρ)

−1α−21(
(1−ρ)α21d

−n
R

)M+v−1M−1∑
m=0

(
M−1
m

)
RM−1−m((1−ρ)α21d

−n
R )m

×

∫
∞

RR
εR
−

R
(1−ρ)α21d

−n
R

um−ve−udu, (35)

which can be further simplified with the help of (27).
Putting (35) and (34) into (32) we can find the outage prob-
ability for R < RR

εR
(1 − ρ)α21d

−n
R case when BS use trans-

mit beamforming for RU and RU use transmit beamforming
for FU. On the other hand the outage probability for R >
RR
εR
(1− ρ)α21d

−n
R can be written as follows

PBFR,BFo,Fu,QMF

=

(
1− e−

R
ε

)
1−

M−1∑
k=0

Rke
−

R
(1−ρ)α21d

−n
R

((1− ρ)α21d
−n
R )kk!


+

∫
∞

R
(1−ρ)α21d

−n
R

Pr

(
|z|2<

ξ (1− ρ)α21
γ d−nRF (|x|

2(1− ρ)α21d
−n
R −R)

)

×p|x|2 (|x|
2)d |x|2

, (36)

which simplifies to

Pout,QMF =
(
1− e−

R
ε

) [
1− J

′

4

]
, (37)

where J
′

4 is given as

J
′

4 =
1

(M − 1)!

N−1∑
k=0

(ξ (1− ρ)α21)
k

k!(γ d−nRF )
k

×

∫
∞

R
(1−ρ)α21d

−n
R

e
−

ξ (1−ρ)α21
γ d−nRF ((1−ρ)α21 td

−n
R −R)

(
1

(t(1− ρ)α21d
−n
R − R)

)k
×tM−1e−tdt. (38)

The above integral can be solved with the help of substitu-
tion and Binomial theorem. The final result is given below

PBFR,BFo,FU ,QMF =

(
1− e

R
ε

) [
1−

e
−

R
(1−ρ)α21d

−n
R

(M − 1)!
[
(1− ρ)α21d

−n
R

]M
×

N−1∑
k=0

M−1∑
p=0

2RM−p−1
(
R(1−ρ)α21

)k (R(1−ρ)2α41d−nR ) p−k+1
2

k!(ηργ d−nRF )
k−1
2

×Kp−k+1

(
2

√
ξ

γ d−nRF d
−n
R

)]
. (39)

Now we consider the possibility where BS use transmit
beamforming for FU and RU also use transmit beamforming
for FU. Since |y|2, |z|2 follow Gamma distribution and |x|2

follow exponential distribution therefore the outage probabil-
ity for the case when R < RR

εR
(1− ρ)α21d

−n
R can be written as

follows

PBFF,BFo,FU ,QMF =

(
1− e−

R
ε

M−1∑
k=0

Rk

k!εk

)[
(1− e−

RR
εR )+ J4

]
,

(40)

where J4 can be obtained from (34) by putting M = 1.
On the other hand if R > RR

εR
(1 − ρ)α21d

−n
R then the outage

probability is

PBFF,BFo,FU ,QMF =

(
1− e−

R
ε

M−1∑
k=0

Rk

k!εk

)[
1− J

′

4

]
, (41)

where J
′

4 can be obtained from (38) by putting M = 1.

2) RANDOM ANTENNA SELECTION AT BS AND RU
In this case all the channel gains follow exponential distri-
bution and therefore the outage probability for R < RR

εR

(1− ρ)α21d
−n
R can be written as follows

PR,Ro,FU ,QMF =

(
1− e−

R
ε

) [(
1− e−

RR
εR

)
+ J4

]
, (42)

where J4 can be obtained from (33) by putting M = N = 1.
On the other the outage probability for R > RR

εR
(1−ρ)α21d

−n
R

can be written as follows

PR,Ro,FU ,QMF =

(
1− e−

R
ε

) [
1− J

′

4

]
, (43)

where J
′

4 can be obtained from (38) by putting M = N = 1.
Remark 1: It can be easily observed that the outage proba-

bility of the QMF case is better than the outage probability

of AF and DF case when R ≥ α21
α22

and RR <
α22
α21
. This

observation can be easily proved with the help of (32) as

follows. For R >
α21
α22

the outage probability of the AF and

DF case is 1. In similar way the first product in (32) is also 1.
However, the second product in (32) will be equal to 1 only if

Pr
(
|z|2 <

ξ (1−ρ)α21
γ d−nRF [(1−ρ)α

2
1 |x|

2d−nR −R]

)
= 1 for all values of |x|2.

This can be true only if [(1 − ρ)α21 |x|
2d−nR − R] is negative
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for all values of |x|2 > RR
εR

or if it is zero for all values of
|x|2 > RR

εR
. Both of these conditions can not be true therefore

the second product in (32) is less than 1 and hence the outage
probability for QMF case is smaller than the AF and DF case

when R ≥ α21
α22

and RR <
α22
α21
.

Remark 2: Although we consider only beamforming and
random antenna selection strategies. However, our analysis
can be directly applied to the case when BS and RU are
equipped with directional antennas. In this case the expres-
sions for the PDF and CDF of channel gains will follow expo-
nential distribution however the parameter of the exponential
distribution will depend on the number of directive antennas
at the transmitting end. The interested reader is referred to
[section II, 21] for further details. For directive antennas,
it is not necessary to have channel state information at the
transmitter.

D. OUTAGE PROBABILITY OF RU
For AF and DF relaying protocols the RU first tries to decode
the FU signal part and if the decoding is successful than
RU use successive interference cancellation by subtracting
the FU signal part and then performs the decoding of its
own signal. After performing the SIC the remaining signal
at RU can be written as follows

r
′

R =

√
(1− ρ)PBd

−n
R α2sRx + nR, (44)

with corresponding signal to noise ratio γ RR = (1 −
ρ)α22d

−n
R γ |x|2. Therefore, the general outage probability for

RU in case of AF and DF can be written as follows

PAF−DFout,RU = Pr
(
|x|2 <

R
ε2

)
+Pr

(
|x|2 >

R
ε2
, |x|2 <

RR

(1− ρ)α22d
−n
R γ

)
.

(45)

The above expression can be further simplified as follows

PA−DFout,RU =



F|x|2

(
RR

(1− ρ)α22d
−n
R γ

)
,

RR >
α22R

(α21 − α
2
2R)

,R <
α21

α22

F|x|2

(
R

(1− ρ)d−nR γ (α21 − α
2
2R)

)
,

RR <
α22R

(α21 − α
2
2R)

,R <
α21

α22

1, R ≥
α21

α22
(46)

where F|x|2 (|x|
2) can be obtained from (7) or (8) depending

upon the antenna strategy used. On the other hand, in QMF
the relay do not decode the FU signal part and hence no

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.

FIGURE 2. Outage probability for FU when BS use transmit beamforming
for RU and RU use transmit beamforimg for FU. Simulation results are
marked by circles.

successive interference cancellation is performed. Therefore,
the general expression for outage probability is as follows

Pout,RU ,QMF = F|x|2

(
RR

εR

)
, (47)

if RR <
α22
α21

and 1 if RR ≥
α22
α21
. The value of F|x|2 can

be obtained from (7) if the BS use beamforming for RU,
whereas (8) is used for the case when BS use beamforming
for FU.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations are performed in MATLAB to obtain the results.
The important parameters for the simulations are provided
in Table 1. In the following, we present six types of results.
First three result present the outage probability for FU with
different relaying protocols, the next two result present the
outage probability for RU with different relaying protocols
and the final result shows the dependence of outage proba-
bility on the power splitting ratio. Fig. 2 shows the outage
probability of FU when the BS use transmit beamforming
for RU and RU use transmit beamforming for FU (BFR, BF)
for AF, DF and QMF relaying protocols. It can be observed
that the DF outperforms the other two relaying protocols in
high SNR regime. However, it can be observed that the QMF
scheme is slightly better than the DF relaying protocol for
relatively small SNRs. The improvement can be explained as
follows. In the low SNR, RU cannot decode the FU signal part
correctly and hence no forwarding occurs however with QMF
since no detection is performed therefore the RU relays a
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FIGURE 3. Outage probability for FU when BS and RU use transmit
beamforming for FU. Simulation results are marked by circles.

FIGURE 4. Outage probability for FU with QMF and R >
α2
1
α2
2

. Simulation

results are marked by circles.

quantized version of the FU signal. As a result the FU receive
two copies and hence a reduction in outage probability. One
other important observation is that the outage probability for
QMF relaying does not vary by varying the value of RR as

long as it is less than
α22
α21
.

Fig. 3 shows the outage probability of FU when BS and
RU use transmit beamforming for FU (BFF, BF). Comparing
these results with the results of Fig. 2 we can observe that
for low SNRs the (BFF, BF) scheme performs better than
(BFR, BF) scheme. However, the opposite is true for the high
SNR case. This is because the signal quality of the relayed
signal is better at the FU for higher SNRs while it is not good
for low SNR.

Now we show the outage probability for the FU when

R >
α21
α22
. As observed in Section III the outage probability

for FU with DF and AF is 1 when R >
α21
α22
. Therefore,

we only show the outage probability for QMF relaying pro-
tocol. Fig. 4 shows the outage probability. It can be observed
that the outage probability for (BFF, BF) scheme is much

FIGURE 5. Outage probability for RU with AF and DF relaying when R = 2.
Simulation results are marked by circles.

higher than the (BFR, BF) scheme. This is because the
(BFF, BF) scheme enhances the direct link communication
however this enhancement cannot make the outage probabil-
ity < 1. On the other hand the (BFR, BF) scheme improves
the BS to RU communication thus improving the chances of
having a successful detection from the relay link.

Now we show the outage probability results for the RU.
Fig. 5 shows the outage probability of the RUwith AF andDF
relaying protocol. The outage probability for beamforming
case is much smaller than the random antenna selection. The
outage probability forRR <

α22R
(α21−α

2
2R)

is represented by curve

for RR = 5 and it cannot be higher or smaller than this curve

for RR <
α22R

(α21−α
2
2R)

. However, it becomes higher with the

increase inRR beyond
α22R

(α21−α
2
2R)

. The dependence onR is due

to the successive interference cancellation at the RU of the sF
signal part.

The outage probability of RU with QMF relaying is shown
in Fig. 6. The outage probability in this case is independent
ofR however it increases with the increase inRR. The outage

probability for RR >
α22
α21

is 1 and therefore we only show the

outage probability for the case when RR <
α22
α21
.

Fig.7 and Fig. 8 show the dependence of outage probability
on the power splitting ratio for different relaying protocols
with (BFR, BF) and (BFF, BF) schemes respectively. For
these results we have chosenR = 1 and PB

N0
= 1000. The out-

age probability for both schemes is a convex function of the
power splitting ratio (ρ). The convexity for the AF and QMF
relaying protocols can be explained as follows. From (10)
and (31) we can see that for AF and QMF relaying protocols
the received SNRs at the FU are concave functions of the
ρ and since SNR has inverse relationship with the outage
probability therefore we observe that outage probability is
convex function of the ρ. The convexity of the DF relaying
can be explained as follows. For very small values of ρ the
available transmit power for the second transmission phase
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FIGURE 6. Outage probability for RU with QMF relaying. Simulation
results are marked by circles.

FIGURE 7. Outage probability as a function of ρ for (BFR,BF) scheme.

FIGURE 8. Outage probability as a function of ρ for (BFF,BF) scheme.

at the relay is small and hence this results in increase of the
outage probability. On the other hand for higher values of
ρ the signal fed to the information decoding circuitry at the
relay user becomes week which increases the probability of

no forwarding from the RU. This ultimately causes a rise in
the outage probability.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we provide the closed form expressions for
the outage probability of cooperative NOMA system with
multiple antenna BS and relay. We consider three relaying
protocols namely AF, DF and QMF. In addition, we study the
usage of beamforming and random antenna selection at the
BS and RU. The outage probability at the FU and RU depends
on the data rate, antenna strategy and relaying protocol. The
main observation of the article are summarized below.
• The outage probability of the FU is smallest for DF

relaying protocol in the high SNR regime whenR < α21
α22
.

• The outage probability of the FU for QMF relaying
protocol is better than the DF relaying protocol in the

low SNR regime when R < α21
α22
.

• The outage probability of the FU for QMF relaying
protocol is smaller than the outage probability of the

other relaying protocols when R ≥ α21
α22

and RR <
α22
α21
.

• The outage probability of the RU depends on R for
AF and DF relaying protocol while it only depends on
RR for QMF relaying protocol.

• The transmit beamforming (BFR, BF) performs better
than transmit beamforming (BFF, BF) in the low SNR
regime while tranmsit beamforming (BFF, BF) performs
better than transmit beamforming (BFR, BF) in the high
SNR regime.

APPENDIX
STEPS FOR FINDING γQMF
The mutual information between BS and FU for the case of
QMF relaying can be written as follows [Eq. 10, 17]

I = log(1+ γQMF ) = log
(
1+

SNRBRSNRRF
1+ SNRBR + SNRRF

)
(48)

where SNRBR is the signal to noise ratio linked with the FU
signal at the RU and SNRRF is the signal to noise ratio of the
relayed signal at the FU. Mathematically, they are written as
follows

SNRBR = (1− ρ)α21γ |x|
2d−nR ,

SNRRF = ηργ |x|2d
−n
R |z|

2d−nRF

Assuming SNRBR + SNRRF >> 1, we can write γQMF '
SNRBRSNRRF
SNRBR+SNRRF

as in (31).
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